CONSERVATION-BASED ACTIVITIES

Support

At The Last Word Intimate Hotels and Safari Camps, our

through Safari

a sense of community in everything we do. For without it,

purpose is to fill our serene sanctuaries with kindness and
lovely people. We believe in the law of attraction and embrace

we can easily drift away from our purpose.

Our lovely people are at the heart of what we do. Building into the local communities is a
fundamental part of our ethos. Empowering our people to reach their potential through ties
with Last Word Kitara is vital to our business footprint in the area. Supporting conservationdriven projects, such as those listed below, is essential to educating guests and our communities,
especially the youth, about the importance of our nature-based heritage in South Africa.

Our ethos
Local upliftment, skills transfer, promoting from within and

Our impact
We are committed to supporting conservation-driven projects,

maintaining a low staff turnover are hallmarks of our operation.

essential to educating the youth of our communities about the

We regard our hotels as living ecosystems of growth where we

importance of preserving our nature-based heritage in South

nurture talent. Servant leadership is the foundation upon which

Africa. Last Word Intimate Hotels & Safari Camps support these

we build our business relationships. Our determination to recruit

conservation and community initiatives in the Greater Kruger area:

our talent from the surrounding communities put us on the path
less travelled from the start. We are committed to our dream of
creating world-class hospitality experiences with Africa’s best and
brightest home-grown talent. Our vision, centred around the
individual, encompasses our team, trade partners, and guests.

THE ‘SAVE THE ELEPHANT’ PROJECT

THE GROUND HORNBILL PROJECT

THE ‘TEMBO’ PROJECT

KITARA’S SECURITY HELI ACTIVITY

RHINO DEHORNING ACTIVITY

THE ECO CHILDREN PROGRAMMES

THE ‘TEMBO’ PROJECT

RHINO DEHORNING ACTIVITY

Hosted by the Resource Ecology group of the University of

With this exciting excursion, guests form part of the on-the-ground

Wageningen in the Netherlands, this research project studies the

conservation team. The vet and warden locate the rhino via a Hope

iconic Cape buffalo.

For Wildlife Helicopter Services helicopter. The crew on the ground
follow the aircraft. Once found, the excitement mounts as the
window for dehorning is time-sensitive. The work is fast-paced,

THE ECO CHILDREN PROGRAMMES

and where necessary, team members assist in some way with the

A non-profit organization initiative educates the local community’s

rhino. The vet removes the horn and records the details, all the while

children on the environment, quality education and the importance

monitoring the rhino’s well-being. It is a truly humbling experience

of both.

to be up close to such a magnificent creature and have a hand in
assisting the rhinoceros species’ plight.

THE ‘SAVE THE ELEPHANT’ PROJECT

The ‘Save the Elephant’ project helps protect and track elephants

KITARA’S SECURITY HELI ACTIVITY

throughout the reserve and Greater Kruger area.

The Last Word Kitara and Hope For Wildlife Helicopter Services
offer guests the rare opportunity to sponsor and participate in an
hour-long security flight on the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve.

THE GROUND HORNBILL PROJECT

Led by pilot-conservationist Jana Meyer, this flight comprises a

The Ground Hornbill project uses scientific data to understand the

low-lying heli flip over known corridors where poaching activity

environmental impact on their survival.

may occur. Due to the Robbie 44 helicopter configuration, a
maximum of three passengers per flight may take up this flight
at a time. A thrilling aerial safari fuelled by conservation guests

THE RHINO DEHORNING PROJECT

take away unforgettable impressions of the beautiful reserve and

The Rhino Dehorning Project focuses on the conservation and pro-

also rare insights gleaned from Jana during the trip.

tection of rhinos in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve.

CONTACT US TODAY TO INQUIRE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND BOOKING
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